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ABSTRACT 
The distributed outstar, a generalization of the outstar neural network for spatial pat-
tern learning, is introduced. In the outstar, signals from a source node cause weights to 
lea.rn and recall arbitrary patterns across a. target field of nodes. The distributed outstar 
replaces the outstar source node with a somce field of arbitrarily many nodes, whose activ-
ity pattern may be arbitrarily distributed or compressed. Learning proceeds according to a 
principle of atrophy due to disuse, whereby a path weight decreases in joint proportion to 
the transmitted path signal and the dcp;rec of disuse of the target node. Dming learning, 
the tot<tl signal to a target node converges toward that node's activity level. Weight changes 
at a node are apportioned a.ccorcling to the distributed pattern of converging signals. Three 
synaptic transmission functions, by a product rule, a capacity rule, and a. threshold rule, 
are examined for this system. The three rules a.re cornputa.tionally equivalent when source 
field activity is maximally cornpresscd, or winner-take-all. When source field activity is clis-
tributecl, catastrophic forgetting may occur. Only the threshold rule solves this problem. 
Analysis of spatial pattern learning by clistributecl codes thereby leads to the conjecture tha.t 
the unit of long .. terrn memory in such a system is an adaptive threshold, rather than the 
multiplicative path weight widely used in neural models. 
Key words: Spatial pattern learning, distributed code, outstar, <edaptive Unesholcl, rectified 
bias, atrophy clue to disuse, transmission function, neural network 
1. Introduction: Outstar learning and distributed codes 
An outsta.r is a neural network that can learn and recall arbitrary spatial pattems (Gross-
berg, 19G8a). Outstar learninp; and recall occur when a source node transmits a weighted 
signal to a target, or border, field of nodes. 'l'his network is a key component of various neu-
ral models of cognitive processing. For example, the outstar lm:; been identified as a minimal 
nemal network capable of c:lassiutl conditioning (Grossberg, 19G8b, 1974). ln terms of stirn-
ulus sampling theory (Estes, 1955) the source node plays the role of a sampling cell. When 
the sampling cell is active, long-term memory (L:rM) traces, or adaptive weights, learn stim-
ulus sampling probabilities of border J1eld activity patterns. A sequence of outstars, e<1lled 
an avalanche, forms a minimal network capable of learning and ritualistic performance of 
an arbitrary space-time pattern (Grossberg, 1969). Within the adaptive resonance theory 
of self-organizing pattern classification, outstars learn the top-down expectations that are 
critical to code stabilization (Grossberg, 1976). All neural network realizations of adaptive 
resonance theory (AHT rnodels) have so far u:;ed outstar leaming in the top-down adap-
tive f11ter (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987a, 1987b, 1990; Carpenter, Grossberg, and Rosen, 
199la). The supervised ARTMAP system (Carpenter, Grossberg, and Reynolds, 1991) also 
employs outst<tr learning in the formation of its predictive maps. Outstars have thus pla,yecl 
a central role in both the theoretical analysis of cognitive phenomena <Wd the nemal models 
that realize the theories, as well as in applications of these systcrns. 
An outstar is draracterized by one source node sending weighted inputs to a target 
field. We will here consider spatial pattern learning in a more genen1l setting, in which an 
arbitrarily large source field repl<1ces the single source node of the outstar. This distributed 
outstar network (Figure I) reduces to the original outst<tr when the somce field F2 consists 
of a single node. Then, weights in the F2 ~ P\ adaptive f1lter track the F1 activity pattern 
when the one F2 node is active. 
At first, distributed outstar learning would appear to be modeled already in the Arrr top-
down adaptive filter. However, to elate, networks th<lt explicitly realize <VIaptive rcsomurce 
assume the special case in which F2 is a choice, or winner-ta.ke··a.JJ, network. In this case, 
only one F2 node is active during learning, so each 1'2 node acts, in turn, as an outstar source 
node. We will here consider how to design a spatial pattern learning network which allows 
the activity pattern at the coding fidel F2 to be arbitrarily distributed (Section 2). That is, 
one, several, or all of the 1'2 nodes may be active during learning. 
One possible design is simply to implement outs tar leaming in each active path. However, 
such a system is subject to catastrophic forgetting that can quickly render the network 
useless, unless learning rates <ll'e very slow (Section :3). In particular, if all F2 nodes were 
active during learning, all Fz ~ F1 weight vectors would converge toward a common pattern. 
A learning principle of atrophy due to disuse leads toward a solution of the catastrophic 
forgetting problem (Section 4). By this principle, a weight in an active path is assunrecl to 
atrophy, or decay, in joint proportion to the size of the transmitted synaptic signal and a 
suitably defined "degree of disuse" of the t<uget cell. During learning, the total tnwsmitted 
signal from 1'2 converges toward the activity level of the target F1 node. Atrophy due to 
disuse thereby dyna.rnically substitutes the total 1•2 ~> F1 :>ignal for the individual outstar 
weight. This seems a plausible step toward spatial pattern learning by a coding source field 
instead of by a single source node. Unfortunately, this development is, by itself, insufficient. 
In particular, the network still suffers catastrophic forgetting if signal transmission obeys a 
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Figure 1: Distributed outstar network for spati<tl p<tttern learning. During ad<tptation a 
top-down weight Wji> from the P" node of the coding field P2 to the i 1" node of the p<tttern 
registnttion field P], rn<ty decrease or rem <tin const<tnt. An atrophy-due-to-disuse learning 
l<tw causes the total signal cri frorn 1'2 to the i 1" F1 node to decay toward that node's activity 
level :r:i, if cri is initi<tlly greater than :ri· Within this context, three synaptic tr<tnsrnission 
rules are ana.ly~ecl. 
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product rule. 'I'his rule, now used in nearly all ncrm1l models, assumes that the tra.nsrni\t.cd 
synaptic signal from the jlh 1'2 node to the i1·" F1 node is proportional to the product of 
the path signal Yj and the ]Mth weight w1;. An alternative tran;;rnission process, one that 
has been used in a neural network realization of fuzzy AHT (Carpenter, Grossberg, and 
Rosen, l99lb; Carpenter and Grossberg, 199:3), is clescribecl by a Cirpacity rule (Section 5). 
However, catastrophic forgetting is even more serious a problem for this rule than for the 
product rule. 
Fortunately, another plausible synaptic transmission rule solves the problem (Section 6). 
This threshold rule postulates a transmitted signal equal to the amount by which the F'2 ~ F1 
signal Yi exceeds an achptive threshold Tji· Where weight:; decrease during atrophy-due-to· 
disuse learning thresholds increase: fonm1lly, Tji is identified with (!- Wj;). When synaptic 
transmission is implemented by a threshold rule, weight/threshold changes a.re bounded and 
automatically apportioned according to the distribution of F2 activity, with fast learning 
as well as slow learning. When F2 makes a choice, the three synaptic transmission rules 
are computationally iclentic;tl, and atrophy-clue-to-disuse learning is essentially the :;arne as 
outsta.r learning. Thus functional differences between the three types of transmission would 
be experimentally and computationally measurable only in situations whew the F2 code is 
distributed. 
Computational analysis of clistributecl codes hereby leads unexpectedly to a hypothesis 
about the mechanism of synaptic transmission in spatial pattern learning systems. That is, 
the unit of long-term memory in these systems is conjectured to be an adaptive threshold, 
rather th;w a multiplicative path weight. Historically, e;nly definitions of the perceptron 
specified a general c:lass of synaptic transmission rnles (Rosenblatt, 1958, 1962). However, 
the electrical switching circuit model, which realizes rnultiplica.tive weights as adjustable 
gains, quickly became the dominant metaphor (Widrow ancl Hoff, 1960). Over the rmsuing 
clecacles, efficient integrated hardware realization of the linear adaptive filter has remained a 
challenge. In opto-electronic neural networks, the adaptive threshold synaptic transmission 
rule, realized as a rectified bias, may be easier to implement than ordine rnultiplication 
(T. Caudell, persona.! cornrnunication). 'I'hus, evcm in networks where the product rule ;urd 
the threshold rule are cornpntationally equivalent, their diverging physical interpretations 
rna.y prove significant, in both tire neural and the hardware clorrrains. 
The adaptive threshold hypothesis leads to the distributed outstill" lea.ming h1w, stumna· 
rized in Section 7. Section 8 concludes with an exarnple that illustrates distributed outsta.r 
dynamics by means of a network that has two nodes in the source field. 
2. Spatial pattern learning 
Tire distributed outstar network (Figure 1) features an adaptive filter from a coding field 
IS to a p11ttem registration field F1. Tire role of this filter is to carry out spatial pattern 
leaxning, whereby the adaptive path weights track the activity pattern of the target field, 
F1 . When F2 consists of just one node (N = 1) the network reduces to the outs tar. During 
outstar learning, weights in the paths emanating from an F'z node track F1 activity. 'J'lrat 
is, when the ph F2 node is active, the weight vector w1 "'" ( w11 , ... w1;, ... w1M) converges 
toward the F1 activity vector x = (:r- 1, ... :c;, ... :rM) of the target, or border, nodes at the 
outer fringe of the filter. 
While many wniants of outstar learning have been analyzed (Grossberg, 1968a, 1072), 
the e;;;;ential out;;tar dynamics <tre described by the equation: 
Basic outstar 
(1) 
'fhis is the learning law used, for example, in the top-down adaptive filters of AHT 1 (Car-
penter and Grossberg, 1987a), AHT 2 (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987b), and fuzzy AHT 
(Carpenter, Grossberg, and Rosen, 1991a). By (1), wii ~ :r:; when Yi > 0. When Yi = 0, 1Dji 
remains constant. The term vrr; in (1) describes a 1-Iebbian correlation whereby the weight 
tends to increase when both the presyn<1]ltic F2 node j and the postsynaptic F1 node i are 
active. 'I'be term -1Jj1Dji describes an anti-Hebbia.n process whereby the weight 1Dji tend;; to 
decrease when the presynaptic node j is active but the postsynaptic node i is inactive ("pre-
without post-"). 
Note that the distributed outstax network in Fip;ure 1 does not constitute a. stand-alone 
pattern recognition systern. 'l'ypically this module would be embedded within a. larger neural 
network architecture for supervised or unsupervised pattern learning and recognition. For 
ex<nnple, in a,n AHT system the top-down F2 ~ F1 filter plays a crucial role in Al'tl' code 
stabilization. However, additional network element~> are needed to determine which 1'2 code 
will be selected by an input I in the first place, a0 well a.s to implement search and other 
mechanisms of internal dynamic control (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987a). We will here 
focus only on design issues pertaining to the top-down adaptive filter. 
3. Catastrophic forgetting 
The distributed outstar network for spatial pattern learning (Figure 1) needs to be 
designed in such a way as to solve a potential catastrophic forgetting problem. Suppose, for 
example, that all F2 nodes are active (:y1 > 0) at some-) time when the i1h F1 node is inactive (:ri = 0) due, sa.y, to tlw fact that there is no input to that node at that time (I; = 0). 
With fast learning, an outstar (1) would send all weights Wji (.i = 1, ... ,N) to 0. Within 
an AHT system, general stability requirements would imply that these weights then remain 
0 forever. Moreover, no future input I; to the i1" F1 node could even activate that node, 
once 1'2 became active. If similar weight decays occurred at each F1 node, all weights would 
decay to 0. The network would thus quickly becorne useless, quenching all F1 activity as 
soon as any 1'2 code was se.lected. 
'I'he special class of F2 networks called choice, or winner-take-all, systems sidesteps this 
cat<1Strophic forgetting problem. A code representation field F2 is a choice network when 
internal competitive dynamics concentn1te all activity at one node (Grossberg, 197:3). An 
F2 code that chooses the Jih node is described by: 
F2 choice 
Yj = { 6 if .i = J if.ifc.J. (2) 
In this case, each F2 node may then be identified with a class, or e<1tegory, of inputs I. 
Outstar learning; (1) permits a weight Wji to change only if the jlh F2 node is active. When 
IS choo;;es the node J, all other nodes (.j l .J) are inactive. Thus only the weight w;; tmcks 
ac:tivity at the ith F1 node: 
WJ ·-rX. (:l) 
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Even if w 1; decays to 0, aJl other weights to the i 1" F1 node remain unchanged when the Jlh 
category is selected. Tbe;;c-~ other weights are thus able to learn their own F1 pattems when 
they later bec:ollle active. 
Choice represents an extreme form of STM cornpetition at IS. By confining all weight 
changes to a single category, F2 choice protects the learned codes of all the other categories 
during outstm· learning. However, outstar learning poses a problem when 1;2 category rep-
resentation;; can be di;;tributed. If a code y were highly di;;tributed, with a1l Yj > 0, then 
the outstar learning law (1) would imply that all weight vectors wj would converge toward 
the same F1 activity vector x. The size of Yj would affect the rate of convergence, but not 
the asymptotic state of the weights. The severity of this problem can be reduced if leaminp; 
intervals are required to be cxtrcrrrely short. Then, since the rate at which wj approaches x 
is proportional to yj, little change will occur in weights wii with small Yj· If, however, rnany 
of the Y.i values are nearly uniform or if learning is not a.lways slow, ca.ta.strophic forgetting 
will occur as all weight vectors approach one common pattern, independently of a.ll their 
prior learned differences. 
A new adaptation rule, called the distributed outstar learning law, solves this problem. 
Even with fast learning, where weights approach asymptote on e<ech input presentation, 
the distributed outst<er apportions weight changes <ccross active paths without catastrophic 
forgetting. In the distributed outstar, the rate constant for a.n individual weight Wji becomes 
an increasing function both of Yj, as in (1), and of Wji itself. When Wji becomes too small, 
further change is disallowed. Weights, initially large, can only decrease monotonically during 
learning. Small weights can decrease further only when Yj is close to 1, which occurs when 
most of the 1'2 activity is concentrated at node _i. When 1'2 activity is highly distributed, 
only large weights, close to their initial values, are able to change. Moreover, for highly 
distributed codes, the maximum possible weight cha.nge in any single path is srnall. 
The distributed outstar is derived from the notion that the sum or all IS -• F\ transmitted 
signals, rather than individual ]Mth weights, track target node activity during learning. 
Weight changes are governed by a principle of atrophy clue to disuse, as described in the 
next section. Within this context, three sigrml transmission rules are examined (Section 5). 
An adaptive threshold rule for synaptic transmission is rnore computationally successful than 
either of the other two rules, as shown in Section 6. 
4. Learning by atrophy dne to disuse 
The principle of atrophy clue to disuse postulates that the strength of an active path will 
decay when the path is disused. Active "dis-use" is distincl; from passive "non-use", whc~re 
the strength of an inactive path remains constant, as in (1). To define disuse, a specific class 
of target fields F\ will now be considered. So far, no assumptions about the F1 activity vector 
x have been made. The rnain hypothesis on F1 will be tha.t, when IS is active, the total 
top-down input from F2 to F1 imposes an upper bound, or limit, on the rrmxirnum activity 
at an F1 node. In particular, in addition to a bottom-up input li, a top-down priming input 
from F'z is assumed to be necessary for an 1;\ node to remain active, once 1'2 becomes active. 
This hypothesis is realized by: 
Top-down prin1e 
(4) 
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where cr; is the sUJn of all transrnitted signals .'l.ii frorn F2 to the i 1" F1 node: 
N 
cr; =I: s.ii· 
j=l 
(5) 
In particular, when F'z is active but cr; = 0, no activity can be registered a.t the i 1·" F1 node, 
for any bottom-up input I; c [0, 1]. 
The top-clown prime equation ( 4) is closely related to the 2/:l Rule of AHT (Carpenter 
and Grossberg, 1987a), which implies that the i 1" F1 node will be inactive (:r; = 0) if either 
the bottom-up input I; is small or the total top-clown input cr; is small when F'z is active. The 
2/:l Rule was derived both from an analysis of system requirements for input registration, 
priming, and st<1ble, self-organiz:ing p<1ttcrn learning and classiJkation; and from an analysis 
of the corresponding cognitive phenomena. In binary AWl' I systems with choice at F2, the 
2/:l Rule is realized by allowing the i 1" F\ node to be active, when the Jlh F'z node is active, 
only if both I; '" I <1Ilcl: 
(G) 
exceeds a criterion level. Fuzzy AHT (Carpenter, Grossberg, and Rosen, 199la), an analog 
extension of AHT I, realizes the 2j:l Rule by setting: 
:c; = I; 11 W.J; = rnin(I;, w.!i) (7) 
when the Jih F'z node is chosen. 'I'he syrnbol11 in (7) denotes the fuzzy AND, or intersection, 
open1tor. By (2) and (G), when F2 makes a choice, 
(Ji = WJi· (8) 
Equations (7) and (8) sugge::;t ::;etting: 
(9) 
to defme one class of F1 systems that realize cr; as a top-clown prime, or upper bound, on 
target node activity :r:;. 
When IS primes F1 , by (4), the degree of disuse Di of the i 1" F1 node is defined to be: 
Di = (u;- :r:;) 2:0. (I 0) 
When (9) holds, 
Di = (cr;- I; 11 cr;) 
{
CJ;-I; 
·-
0 
ifcr2:I; 
if cr < I 
t - ' 
( 11) 
[ (J - I]+ t l ' 
S .. - f ( Y., w .. ) 
J I J J I 
capacity 
w .. 
Jl 
threshold 
0 w .. 
J I 1 y. J 
Figure 2: A synaptic transmission parallelogram. S1; is the tmnsrnitted signal from the 
jih 1'2 node to the ith F1 node. (a) By the product rule, S1; = y1w1;. (b) Ely the capacity 
rule, s)i = YJ 1\ Wji· (c) By the threshold rule, S'ji = [Y)- (1- w;;)]+ = [yj- Tj;]+ The three 
rules agree when y is a binary code. 
where 
[OJ+=: OvO =:max(O,O) (12) 
denotes the rectification opemtor. In this case, the degree of disuse at the i 1h F\ node is the 
amount by which the top-down input J; exceeds the bottom--up I; input at that node. A 
learning principle of atrophy clue to disuse postulates that a p<1th weight decays in proportion 
to the degree of disuse of its target node. We here consider a class of learning equations that 
realize this principle in the forrn: 
( J:l) 
Weights can then decay or stay constant, but never grow, when S'Ji?: 0 and D;?: 0. With 
the degree of disuseD; defined by (10), the learning law (J:l) becornes: 
Atrophy due to disuse 
d 0 ( ) (HWJi = -"Ji J;- :r; . (14) 
In Section 5 three synaptic transmission rules will each define S1; as a function of Yi and 
Wji· In Section G we will <Ulalyze atrophy-due-to-disuse learning for these three types of 
transrnission. 
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Initially, 
( 15) 
for i = 1, ... , M and j = 1, ... , N. The learning Jaw (14) implies that a path weight wii 
can start to decay when the totaJ top-down signal CJ; to the ith target l'\ node exceeds the 
node's activity :r;. The rate of decay is proportion<tl to a path's contribution, S'j;, to the 
top-down signal. Note that if the !'\ pattern x and the F2 pattern y are constant during a 
learning interval, and if CJ; > :r; at the start of that interval, then one or more weights Wji 
must continue to decay until CJ; converges to :r;. As some S'ii fall to 0, the corresponding 
weights Wji will cease changing. However, because CJ; is the sum of signals S'i;, at least one 
wii will continue to fall until CJ; ~ :r;. In fact, 
( 1 G) 
When F2 makes a choice, by (2), we will see that: 
( 17) 
while S'ji = 0 (.i f J), for all three tmnsmission rules. In this case the atrophy-due-to-disuse 
equation (14) reduces to: 
if .i = .} 
if .i t .} . 
(18) 
Comparing (18) with (!G) illustrates the sense in which the total weighted signal CJ; in a. 
distributed code repl<tces the weight WJi in <1 systern where 1'2 makes a. choice. Note that 
WJi apprc:n1ches :r; at a. mte proportional to w1;. Equation (18) is thereby slightly different 
frorn the outstar equation (1), which reduces to: 
dw .. { (:r;- w;;) J!-dt- 0 
if .i =.} 
if .i t .} ( 19) 
when 1'2 makes a choice. However, since WJi = rJ; 2: :t;, :r; = 0 if w;; = 0. Thus (18) and (19) 
both imply that w J ~ x while other wi rcm;1in constant, as long as the J!h 1'2 node remains 
active. With fast learning, the two laws arc equivalent. Therefore, neither computationaJ nor 
experimental analysis of such a system, with choice at F2 and fast learning, can differentiate 
outstar learning from atrophy due to disuse. The three syrmptic transmission rules are 
similarly indistinguishable. However, when 1'2 activity y is distributed, qualitative properties 
of learned patterns depend critically on both the learning law and the signal transmission 
rule, as follows. 
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5. Synaptic transmission functions 
We will here analyze computational properties of three rules for synaptic transrnission. 
The F2 path signa.! vector y = (YI, ... y j, ... y N) is assumed to be normalized: 
N 
~YJ=l, 
j=l 
(20) 
but is otherwise arbitrary. Given a. signal YJ from the fl" F2 node to the i'" F1 node, via a 
path with an adaptive weight Wji, the net signal S'ji received by the i 1" F1 node is assurned 
to be a function of Yj and wj;: 
(21) 
Each of the three rules that will now be considered correspond;; to a physical theory of 
synaptic signal transmission in neural pathways. 'fhe present analysis uses computational 
considerations alone to select one of these three rules over the others in a neural system for 
spatial pattern learning. 
The fi.rst synaptic transmission rule postulates that the 1;2 .__, F\ signal is jointly propor· 
tiona! to the path signal Yj a.nd the weight Wji: 
Product rule 
(22) 
Synaptic transmission by the product rule is <Ul implied hypothesis of a large majority of 
neural network models. The rule implies that O'i, the sum of all transmitted signals to the 
i 1" F1 node, equals the dot product between the F2 ~ F1 path vector (yJ,·· ·Yj,·· ·YN) and 
the converging weight vector (w 1i, ... wji, ... wN;). That is, the total signal from F2 to the 
ith F1 node is a linear combination of the path signals Y{ 
N 
(Ji = z= YJWji, 
j=l 
with the c:oeHicients WJi fixed (McCulloch and Pitts, 194:3) or deterrnined by some lea,rning 
law. The total transmitted signal O'i thereby computes the correlation between the F'z ··~ 
F1 path vector and the converging weight vector. Rosenblatt ( 19G2) considered synaptic 
transmission rules in the genera.! form (21) when defining the perceptron. However, the. 
product rule (22) and its linear matched filter (2:3) have since come into almost universal 
use. 
A different synaptic transmission rule assumes that the path signal Yj is itself transmitted 
directly to the ith F] node, until an upper bound on the path's capacity is reached. With 
this upper bound equal to the path weight Wji> the net signa.! obeys the: 
Capacity rule 
(24) 
A capacity rule is suggested by the computational requirements of neural network realizations 
of fuzzy set theory, a,s in fuzzy AHT (Carpenter, Grossberg, and Rosen, 1991b; Cm·penter 
and Grossberg, 199:3). Figure 2 illustrates bow the product rule compares to the eapacity 
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rule. For ea.ch, the 8igna.l S'j; grows linearly when 1/j is small. However, a. product rule signa.! 
increa.8eB with 1/j for a.llyj e [0, l], while; a. capacity rule signa.! cease:; to grow when 1/j reaches 
the upper bound Wji· 
'I'he geometry of the p;ra.ph in Figure 2 suggests consideration of a third :;igna.l function, 
to complete a. transmission rule parallelogram. The third signal de:;cribcs a.: 
Threshold rule 
(25) 
It is awkward to try to interpret (25) in terms of the weight Wji· However, a natural 
interpretation can be made if the unit of long-term memory is taken to be a. signal threshold 
Tji rather tha.n the path weight wji· Namely, by setting: 
(26) 
the threshold rule (25) bccornes: 
C' .. - [y· T··]+ 
,) )~· ·- J - )t . (27) 
In (27), the transmitted signal from the J'" F2 node to the i1" F1 node is the amount by 
which the path signal YJ exceeds a.n adaptive synaptic threshold Tij· 
Note that the three rules (22), (24), and (25) are identical if F2 activity is binary, since 
for each rule: 
''··- {Wji 
,)J'- 0 
if YJ = I 
ifyj=O. (28) 
In particular, the three synaptic transrnission rules <He computationally indistinguishable if 
F'z makes a choice, by (2). However, when a normalizcdl;2 code is distributed, a.n adaptive 
system tlMt uses either the product rule or the capacity rule cm1 suifcr cata:;trophic forgetting. 
'I'hc threshold rule solves this problem. 
Table 1. Synaptic transmission functions 
6. Path weights versus signal thresholds as the unit of long-term memory 
We will analyze atrophy-due-to-disuse learning laws when S'ji is described by one of the 
three synaptic transmission rules, listed in 'I'able I. Note that Equation (14) could also be 
used for spatial pattern learning in a system where :r; may be greater than rr;. Then, the 
top-clown signa.! vector a· would still track the P\ spatial pattern vector x. However, the top-
clown prime hypothesis (4) implies that weights can only ckcrease, anc! hence are guamnteecl 
to converge to some limit in the interval [0,1] for arbitrary learning and input regimes. 
Consider <Ul atrophy-due-to-disuse system (14) in its initial state, when no learning has 
yet taken place. Then, all Wji = I. Thus, for each of three synaptic: transmission rules 
('l'<tble 1): 
S'j;(O) = Vj(O). (29) 
Therefore, since the l"z activity vector y is normalized, by (20), 
N 
rr;(O) = L S'j;(O) = I ( ;)()) 
.7=1 
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Suppose that :1:; = cr; /\I;, as in (9). Then 
:t;(O) =I; c [0, 1], ( :31) 
by (:30). Moreover, (14) and (:30) imply that :1:; will remain equal to I; for as long as I 
remains consta.nt. During that time, as sorrw or all weights w;; decrcas<\ the top-down input 
cr; will decay toward the bottom-up input I;, no matter which transmission rule is selected. 
For each rule, 
(:32) 
When F2 rnakcs a choice, as in (2), cr; = w1;, whir:h converges toward I;, by (:32). All 
other weights w;; (.i t J) remain constant. Competition at IS hereby limits the maxirnum 
total weight change at each F1 node. In fact, when 1'2 makes a choice, 
N N 
6.(2:=w;;) = I;(wi;(O) -w;;(oo)) 
j=1 j=l 
for all three sigm1l transmission rules. 
= (w;;(O)- W;;(co)) 
=(1-I;) 
(:3:3) 
An Fz code is maxirnally compressed when the system makes a choice. Consider now 
the opposite extrerne, when an F2 code is maximally distributed. That is, let: 
1 
Y;= N (:H) 
for .i = 1, ... ,N. All weights WJi, ... ,wNi obey equation (:32) ami all are initially equa.l, by 
( 15). Therefore the weights w;; (.i = 1, ... , N) to a given 1'\ node will remain ecpml to one 
another during learning, for any transmission function 8;;. However, these individual weight 
changes under the three tnwsmission rules show important qualitative differences, despite 
the fact that the total IS~ F1 signal vector cr correctly learns the F1 activity vector x = I 
for all three. ln particular, the natme of the pattern encoded by a given weight vector and 
the size of the total weight change at each F1 node clearly distinguish among the three rules, 
as follows. 
With the product rule (22), 
(:35) 
Therefore: 
N 1 1 N 
cr; = I; N w;; = N I: 1f!Ji 
j=1 j=l 
(:36) 
and 
(:37) 
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Since all weights Wji to the i 1" F1 node (.j = l, ... , N) remain equal during learning, 
Thus the maximum total weight change at an F1 node i is 
N 
l>(L Wji) = N(1- I;), 
J=l 
which could be anywhere from 0 (when I;= 1) toN (when I;= 0). 
With the capacity rule (24), 
{ 
1 
, 1 N 
Sij = N 1\Wji = 
Wji 'j' 0 1 1 S Wji S N· 
Thcrcl'ore: 
r if flr S Wji S 1 for all .J cr·= ' N if 0 S Wji S -Jv for all Lj=1 Wji .J. 
(:38) 
(:39) 
( 10) 
( 4] ) 
Equation ( 41) accounts for all cases si nee 1l!Ji = ... = w N i d uri np; l()arni ng. Weights adapt 
according to: 
if -Jv S Wji S 1 d { --}y(1- I;) 
1fWji = 1 
· -Wji( I:f~ 1 wki- I;) if 0::; Wji::; -Jv. 
By ( 42), unless Ii = 1, all weights Wji shrink until they enter the interval [0, -}r ]. 
{ 
J, 
Wji _, N 
1 
i r o s Ii < 1 
if I; = 1 
for each .i = I, ... , N. 'fhe rnaxirnum total weight. change at the i1" F'1 node is: 
if 0 ::; Ii < 1 
if Ii = I 
which lies between (N -1) and N, unless I;= 1. 
With the threshold rule (25), 
, -{(-}y-(1-Wji)) 
sji-
0 
if (1 - -Jv) S Wji S 1 
ifO::;wiiS(l---}y). 
( 42) 
Thus: 
( 4:3) 
(44) 
( 45) 
By (14) and (45), weight wji would cease to change if it fell to (1- -Jv ). Thus, since all 
Wj;(O) = 1, 
N 
Cfi = 1- 2:::(1-Wji)-
j=l 
12 
( 4 (j) 
During learning, 
so: 
N 
_L Wji ~ N- (1- I;). 
j=l 
Therefore, since weights to the i 1h node remain equal as they decay: 
In other words, the threshold Tji = 1 -- Wji rises from 0 until: 
( 1--1) Tji~ T-
Thus rii t [0, -h J after learning. The total weight change at the i 1h node is: 
N 
L'l(_L Wji) = (1- I;). 
j=l 
Like the weights, the maximum total threshold change at the i 1h node equals (1- I;). 
(47) 
( 48) 
( 49) 
(:10) 
(51) 
Compare now the different asymptotic weights for the three synaptic transmission rules 
learned under the maximally distributed F2 code (:l4). Although for all three rules the 
total top-down signal J; converges to the bottorr1 up-signal I; at each F1 node i, the total 
weight change varies dramatically (Figure :3). Recall that when 1'2 makes a choice the 
maximum total weight change <1t a given node r~quals (1- I;) t [0, 1] for <1ll three rules. With 
distributed F2 <tctivity <tnd a product rule, all weights Wji converge to I; and the rnaximurn 
total weight change is N(1- I;) t [0, N]. 'fhe full mnge of all weight values i:o thus spanned 
upon presentation of the very first input. In particular, all weights Wji (.i = 1, ... , N) to 
the i1h 1'\ node decay to 0 if I; = 0. Since weight values can only decrease during learning, 
these weights would remain <tt 0 for all time. Moreover, the top-down prime hypothe:ois (4) 
implies that F1 activity :r:; would always be zero for any future input I ;mel any F2 code y. 
Thus, the fact that a single component was zero on just one input interv<tl would render th<1t 
component useless for all future input presentations, um1ble to be registered in J;l'M or even 
in STM. Sirnilarly each I; value of the first input would set an upper bound on all future :r; 
values, since 
N 
:r:; :S IJi = LYjWji 
j=l 
N 
:S I; LYi =I; 
j=l 
(52) 
for any F2 code y. If a sequence of inputs r(l),I(2), ... were to activate the distributed code 
(:l4), each weight wii would converge toward the rninirnurnof I?), I;( 2), .. .. Within a few input 
w .. (oo) 
J I 
w. (0) = 1 
1 __{L-~--~-~--:.:-..:,-~--~-.:.,--:..:-..-;.-1;:.,:-1 ·~;~~ -~r ~~~~-~~~~-~-~~---;..;-;,;;,-.., . ,
N 
1 
N 
0 
y. -
J 
1 
N 
capacity 
1 I. 
I 
Figure 3: Asymptotic weight values for a fully distributed code, where YJ = -fv. As a 
function of I;, the dynamic range of wi;(co) depends critically upon the dwice of synaptic 
transmission rule: (a) product rule, (b) capacity rule, or (c) threshold rule. During learning, 
weights decrease, from an initial value of Wj;(O) =!,except when I;=!. 
presentations, all weights Wji would in, all likelihood, decay toward zero. Similar problems 
occur for other distributed codes y. In this sense, the product rule leads to catastrophic 
forgetting. 
The situation with the capacity rule is even worse (Figure :3). When the F2 code is fully 
distributed, all weights Wji decay to# e [0,-fv], unless I;=!; and the maximum total weight 
change at the i 1" node is N(l- I;). Thus, unless I is a binary vector, the full dynamic range 
of weight values is nearly exhausted upon the first input presentation. 
It is the adaptive threshold rule alone that lirnits the total weight change to ( 1- I;) e [0, !] 
for maxirmrlly distributed as well as rnaxirnally compressed codes y. In fact, if y is any F2 
code that becomes active when all Wji arc initially equal to 1, then: 
Wji ~ 1- 1/j(l- I;), ( 5:3) 
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as in ( 49). Equivalently: 
(54) 
by (26). Thus the total weight/threshold change at each F'1 node i is bounded by (1- I;) 
for any code, provided only that y is normalized. An F2 code y would typically be highly 
distributed, with all Yj close to fr, when a system has no strong evidence to choose one 
category j over another. In this case, the change of each threshold Tji is automatically 
limited to the narrow interval [0, yj], reserving most of the dynamic range for subsequent 
encoding. Only when evidence strongly supports selection of the 1;2 category node J over 
all others, with YJ therefore close to 1, would weights be allowed to vary across most of their 
dynamic range. In particular, it is only when YJ is close to 1 that a weight WJi is able to 
drop, irreversibly, toward 0, if Ji is small. Even with fa.st learning, otlwr weights Wji to the 
ith node then remain large, even if Yj > 0. This is because, by ( 14) a.nd (25), weight changes 
cease altogether when: 
(55) 
The adaptive threshold Tji thereby replaces strong 1;2 competition as the gua.rdia.n, or sta-
bilizer, of previously learned codes. 
7. Distributed outstar learning 
The analysis of distributed spatial 1mttern learning leads to the selection of a synaptic 
transmission rule with an adaptive threshold. In terms of the threshold Tji in the path from 
the Ji" 1'2 node to the i 1h F1 node, a stable le<Hning law for distributed codes is clef1necl as 
the: 
Distributed outstar 
dTji , dT = SJi(rr;- :r;), (56) 
where S'ji is the thresholdecl path sigm1l [YJ- Tji]+ transmitted from the jth F2 node to the 
i 1h F1 node and Ji is the sum: 
N N 
J; =I: S'ji = L[YJ- Tji]+. (57) 
j=l j=l 
Initially, 
(58) 
In a system such as AHT 1 or fuzzy AHT, where fi\ dynamics are defined so that the total 
top-clown signal rri is always greater than or equal to :r;, the distributed outst;u- allows 
thresholds Tji to grow but never shrink. 'I'he principle of atrophy dne to disuse implies that 
a threshold Tji is unable to change a.t all unless (i) the path signal YJ exceeds the previously 
learned value of Tj;; and (ii) tbe total top-down signal ui to the ith node exceeds that node's 
activity :r;. In particular, if Tji grows large when the node j represents pm-t of a. compressed 
F2 code, then Tji cannot be changed at all when node j is later part of a more distributed 
code, since threshold changes are disabled if Yi:; Tji· 
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( a ) ( b ) 
0 ~ 1 i~y2~y1 ~ 1 T2· 
,I 
y1- 1; 
1 ·. 
~~~--~lti ~ 1;1 
·. 
Y2 -t----:~::::::"J~·>~.(y1 'y2) 
. ' ·. 
~·....;.··~-lY2-Ii 
]. 
I 
y1 1-1. 1 T 
I 1 . 
,I 
( c ) ( d ) 
O~y2<y1<1.~1 
T2· I 
,I 
1 · .. 
1- I. 
I 
1- I. 
I 
.. :: 
.. ·, 
1 1 T1. 
,I 
1- I. 
I T1. ,I 
1 - I. 
I 
Figure 4: (a) A distributed outstar whose coding field F2 has just two nodes (N = 2). For 
each code y, Yl + Y2 = 1; <Uld :r; = I; 1\ u;. When thresholds start out small enough, TJi 
and/ or T2i increase toward { ( T1 i, T2i) : cr; = !;). Threshol cl dutnges are greatest for srm1ll 
I; (b). When I;> Yi, the j 1h node cannoL dorninate learning (c). When I; is large, only 
small thresholds can change at all ( cl). 
lG 
8. Distributed outstar dynamics 
The dynamics of distributed outstar learning will now be illustrated by means of a low-
dimensional example. Consider a coding network with just two 1'2, nodes (Figure 4a). Two 
top-down paths, with threshold:; T1; and T2;, converge upon each F1 node. Assurne that 
:D; = I; 1\ <T;, as in (9), and fix an F2 code y = (y1, y2), with : 
0 .S Y2 < Yl .S 1. (59) 
By the F2 normalization hypothesis (20), y1 + y2 = l. By (27) and (56), for j = 1, 2: 
d •c . - [1''. T··J+[~- I-]+ (I{'J>- d)-}> v,- > ' (60) 
\'\'here, by ( 5), 
(61) 
Figure 4b-d shows the 2-D phase plane dynamics of the threshold vector (TJi, T2;) for a fixed 
input !;. In each plot, trajectories that begin in the set of points where <T; > I; <tpproach the 
set where <T; =I;. As t increases, the point (T1;(i), T2;(t)) moves along a straight line from 
(T1;(0),T2;(0)) tow<Hd (y1,y2), slowing down asymptotically as: 
(62) 
Only if I; = 0 docs ( T1;, T2;) approach (y1 , yz). Larger thresholds T1;, which make <T; :s I;, 
are unchanged during learning. Small I; allow the greatest threshold changes (Figure 4b ). 
If I; = 0, 
( G:l) 
as <T; decreases to 0. Both thresholds grow if both are initia.lly srm1ll. However, if one 
threshold is so large as to prevent F2 ~ F1 signal transmission in the correspondii\<'; path, 
the other F2 node "takes over" the code. For example, if T2;(0) 2: y2 there will be no signal 
frorn the F2 node j = 2 to the i 1h F] node, and hence no threshold cha.nge in that path. If, 
then, T1;(0) < y1 ··-·I;, TJi will increase until: 
(64) 
Larger I; values perrnit threshold changes only for smaller initial threshold values. In 
. . 
Figure 4c, T2; can change only if T1; changes as well, when both are initially small. In 
contrast, since y1 is greater than I;, T1; may increase, by itself, toward (y1 -I;). Fina.lly, 
for I; close to 1 (Figure 4d) adaptive changes can occur only if both TJi <Uld T2; are initia.lly 
small, as they arc before any le<trning ha.s taken place. 
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Table 1: Synaptic transmission functions 
(a) Product rule: 
(22) 
(b) Capacity rule: 
(24) 
(c) Threshold rule: 
S'-· = [11· -~- (1- w··)]+ 
'- )t. '- .J ]1. (25) 
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